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CS4NJ Coalition Receives Google Grant

Chatham, N.J. The CS4NJ Coalition was awarded a $75,000 grant from Google to support New Jersey’s

Computer Science State plan by helping prepare teachers to implement CSforALL in K-12 schools across

New Jersey. The New Jersey Department of Education and the Governor’s Computer Science Advisory

Board created the NJ Computer Science State Plan in 2019 to outline steps to implement quality and

equitable computer science education for all students in New Jersey.

NJ Student Learning Standards for Computer Science were adopted in 2020 that requires all students in

K-8 to learn Computer Science and all high schools to offer Computer Science starting in September

2022.  With 1.4 million students in NJ and only a small fraction (less than 10%) taking Computer Science

currently, thousands of teachers will need to learn Computer Science and computational thinking skills to

be able to fully implement the standards effectively. Governor Murphy has allocated $6.8 million in

funding for computer science education and professional development over the past 6 years, part of

which was used to develop three computer science teaching hubs, part of which is used to develop

computer science teaching hubs across the state to provide professional development.

The generous grant from Google will help CS4NJ to collaborate with the NJ CS Hubs and NJDOE to

prepare more teachers for the implementation of CSforAll. "We know that providing students access to

quality STEM education starts with equipping teachers and educators with the right training and tools,"

said Sarah Henderson, Google's Senior Manager for Tech Education NYC.  "Google is proud to be

supporting the CS4NJ Coalition in helping teachers implement Governor Murphy's NJ Computer Science

State Plan."

“Thank you to Google for their tremendous support to help ensure students in NJ have access to quality

and equitable CS education,” says Daryl Detrick, CS4NJ Director. “CS4NJ will use the funds to continue to

support teachers as they implement CSforAll in NJ by creating connections, opening lines of

communication, and providing access to resources."

You can find more about the CS4NJ Coalition and the NJ CS Action Plan at CS4NJ.org.

https://www.nj.gov/education/compsci/doc/10_31_19%20FINAL%20NJ%20Computer%20Science%20Strategic%20Plan_2019_et_lh_ars.pdf
https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/2020%20NJSLS-CSDT.pdf
http://cs4nj.org


###
The CS4NJ Coalition (CS4NJ) is a statewide network committed to promoting and

advancing K-12 CS education in New Jersey.

We believe that all New Jersey K-12 students should have the opportunity to learn

computer science. Computer Science, the basis for all computing and technology, drives

job growth and innovation. Computational thinking, the problem-solving process inherent

in computer science, is an essential skill across every 21st century job and career.

Knowledge of computer science enables students to innovate and solve problems using

technology, to critically engage in public discussions on important issues of national

security and to participate in society as a responsible citizen.


